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Richard returned to the Lab of the Gods with a punished mentality.

As a result, the immediate boss comforted: “It’s okay! You can’t deal with them
normally!”

“And this is your pure energy body?”

A word from his immediate boss made Richard unable to refute, and he was
humiliated.

This was the first actual combat of a pure energy body, but it did not show its
dominance at all.

“Please rest assured! Pure energy body is still in the experimental stage, I will
create a perfect experimental product!”

The immediate boss helped his glasses and sneered: “Whatever you want to do!
It’s a project that the laboratory is about to succeed! Something that can make
countries surrender by then! Hahahaha…”

Richard was frightened and his body trembled.

It turns out that my plan of pure energy body is just a small mess in the eyes of
the gods laboratory?

And what have they researched?

Make him so confident?



Seeing Richard’s thoughts, he said coldly: “This is the top-secret plan of the
laboratory, and you are not eligible to participate! Unless you can solve the
current sunstone problem!”

This sentence inspired Richard.

He must have access to the core of the Lab of the Gods!

Originally, people like Mike would be brought to the experiment next.

Now we still have to pause and continue to improve.

…

At this moment, Levi had joined Alton and the others.

“Finally did not disappoint me!”

Levi smiled.

When I brought people to war before, I didn’t do these things less.

It is even said to be familiar with the road.

But now the enemy has changed and there are more methods.

But everyone held on.

Levi touched his chin and said, “This can’t be done. How long can I hide?”

“Then what to do?”

Someone asked.

Alton and Suzaku said at the same time: “Consumption of Sun Stone!”



Levi nodded: “Yes, since it is an energy substance, we can use it directly!”

“It has a laboratory of the gods, and I also have a laboratory!”

This is Levi’s plan.

He wants to gather all resources to build a laboratory that can fight against the
gods.

Just like Wen Lei’s original Shenlong Experimental Technology Base.

Just do it!

Even if Levi was hiding in the dark, it was easy to set up a laboratory.

Funding, resources, and technical staff are all arranged by Levi.

He will get the energy materials and resources.

As for the technical personnel, they mainly searched from all over Morendam.

And then cooperate with some large-scale technology companies.

Such as Wen Jia and so on.

The most important thing is to find a spokesperson to do everything on the
surface.

This person, Levi, has already been found.

Commoner kills the gods!

…

The next day.



It’s calm.

On the one hand, Levi was preparing the laboratory, on the other hand, he was
thinking of ways to deal with the pure energy body.

The laboratory was quickly prepared.

The literary family fully helped, and the King Kong Island Gambling King Family
also helped.

In addition, Commoner Killing God is dealing with it, and all parties in Morendam
are involved and confidential.

Committed to the research of modern weapons and technology.

Named “God of War Industry”.

In the early stage, he must be an unknown person, secretly developing.

When it is noticed by the Gods Laboratory, it is estimated that God of War
Industry has developed to a certain scale.

After God of War Industry was established, the first major event was how to use
the energy of Sunstone.

Under the research of many scientific and technical personnel, the sun stone was
soon converted into energy.

Sure enough, it was terrifying.

It is much stronger than other energy materials.

It can greatly improve efficiency and speed up research.

God of War Industry was put into use in a month.



When God of War Industry was frantically researching, Richard’s pure energy
body was also researching.

Very good results have been achieved.

Richard is no longer stuck on quantity, but on quality.

Today, the experimenter is Mike, and he succeeded.

When Mike succeeded, terrible coercion spread throughout the laboratory…

As if God had descended.
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Looking at the successful Mike, Richard was quite satisfied.

A lot of pure energy bodies have been successful, and finally there is a decent
one.

Wood Zhengjie’s idea is to turn himself into a god above all living beings!

One thought can annihilate the gods of all living beings!

But what Richard has created is actually super power besides the immortality.

Mike finally looks a little bit now.

It was far behind Wood Zhengjie, but after all, he felt that way.

“test!”

Richard arranged a test again to see how strong Mike’s combat effectiveness is
now.

After the test, Richard was satisfied.



Mike is terrible now.

And report to the immediate boss as soon as possible.

The result was a commendation.

“Yes, keep working hard!”

Just a word made Richard very excited.

Because this laboratory can be further improved!

In other words, he can be infinitely close to Wood Zhengjie!

In addition, with the core technical support of the Gods Laboratory, it provides
particles similar to the super-energy particles discovered exclusively by Wood
Zhengjie.

Richard didn’t believe that he couldn’t create something like Wood Zhengjie.

…

After Mike’s various tests, Richard did not deliberately control his thoughts.

Except at critical moments, he can completely control Mike, and at other times he
is allowed to move freely.

“You go back to Morendam now! What about your mission…”

Richard actually let Mike return to Morendam.

“When all of your family’s experiments are completed, they will all return to
Morendam!”

…



In addition, this month seemed calm, but it actually caused an uproar all over the
world.

Especially for some ancient forces.

They are all crazy, searching for a person everywhere.

The scariest thing is in Morendam.

Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan have monitored that there are many ancient
forces that have been silent for too long and are ready to move.

Even if so many things have happened in this era, these ancient forces have not
been affected.

How old are these ancient forces and how terrible are they?

Can make Tiance Mansion such a sensation.

There is no other reason.

Some ancient forces existed longer than Tiance Mansion, and could even
compare to the history of the Dragon Clan.

Even Tiance Mansion they are afraid of the ancient forces.

They are so quiet that they are forgotten.

At one time, Tiance Mansion thought that they no longer exist and disappeared in
the long river of history.

But now they actually showed signs of being born.

It seems that some ancient forces have quietly sent people into the world, and
they don’t know what they are looking for.



This made Tiance Mansion nervous.

Hurriedly sent someone to find out what was going on.

This happens all over the world.

There are faint signs of emergence from some ancient ethnic forces.

What are they looking for…

This has puzzled institutions in some countries.

Even the Sky Shield of the Eagle Nation was aware of this happening.

They are also wondering.

What is it that makes the world’s ancient powers ready to move?

Token!

That token dropped from Sun Levi’s body!

After seeing it that day, the evil god Huoyun made a strange move.

I don’t know that the tokens and ancient books were taken as photos and
uploaded to an encrypted interface on the dark web.

This layer of encrypted interface, Tiance Mansion and Tiandeng Bureau, are
inaccessible.

Only a handful of ancient forces can enter.

After seeing the token picture, they reacted the same as Huoyun Cthulhu.

Shocked!



Incredible!

It’s like discovering something unprecedented!

Apparently they recognized the token.

Know what this token means…

So these ancient forces are all about to move around, coming up one by one,
looking for people frantically.

Go find someone who holds the token!

That is Levi!

Levi didn’t even know that he had become the focal point.

I don’t know how many people are looking for him…

This is the chain reaction caused by the black token.
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Currently, only Huoyun Cthulhu knows who the token holder is.

I know his specific identity even more.

The Fire Cloud Cthulhu also knows the big moves of ancient forces all over the
world.

“I didn’t expect him to be alive! He still has descendants!”



Huoyun Cthulhu’s eyes filled with tears.

As if he could hear this news, he would be content in this life.

“This is really going to change!!!”

Huoyun Cthulhu sighed.

Only he understood what the token meant when it came out.

As soon as the token came out, the ancient racial forces everywhere would really
come out.

In fact, it is these ancient ethnic forces that really guard and control this world.

They are the true source of inheritance in this world.

Such as exercises, such as magic and so on.

They are the real source.

As for the powerhouses restrained by the covenant of the gods before, they were
nothing more than terracotta dogs.

Most of these people were ancestors who got some broken pieces of work and
used them as holy methods and magical skills to practice.

Little did they know that they were just the fur of some ancient racial forces.

Or abandon unnecessary debris.

Huoyun Cthulhu sneered.

He is looking forward to the appearance of these ancient forces, which will be
very interesting then.



…

Somewhere in the base of the Gods Laboratory.

There are four people in total.

One of them was playing a hand of playing cards with the Joker’s mark printed
on the cards.

He laughed fiercely from time to time, which was very penetrating.

Another person is Richard’s immediate boss.

They are discussing one thing.

It is the recent changes of the ancient forces and races from all sides.

Naturally, such a huge force in the Lab of the Gods has also discovered it.

“What is the reason?”

One of them asked.

“I don’t know at the moment, but it seems that something has been released on
the dark web. But we can’t enter the specific encryption section of the dark web!”

“So many hackers in our lab can’t do it? Can’t you still get in?”

“Do you know? The creator of the dark web is a guy known as the hacker god!
With him, no hackers can break it, even we can’t!”

…

“Strange, how come so many ancient races come out at this time?”



“The covenant of the gods established by our laboratory at the beginning! None
of these ancient race forces emerged!”

It turns out that the covenant of the gods was established by the gods laboratory.

The Lab of the Gods has actually existed for a long time, and it has existed
before the beginning of industrial technology in the world.

In order to develop faster and more effectively, the Lab of the Gods has specially
set up a covenant of the gods to restrict the strong from all over the world.

In this way, the Lab of the Gods has fewer obstacles, allowing them to develop
rapidly.

Therefore, the laboratory of the gods has the current strength and is inseparable
from the covenant of the gods.

…

He stopped laughing while playing the Joker playing cards, and said coldly:
“That’s because the covenant of the gods did not touch the interests of the
ancient race forces! Otherwise they would have jumped out to deal with us early!

Richard’s immediate boss nodded: “Yes, that’s right. The covenant of the gods
does not involve their interests after all! It is far from qualified! Now these ancient
racial forces are ready to move, for fear that something will attract their attention,
or Threatening them!”

Everyone sighed: “Only we don’t know what’s going on!”

“The control of our laboratory is still not enough, we have to continue to
strengthen it!”

“Yes, the dark web actually knows about this, but we don’t.”



Boss Richard said with a solemn expression: “Next, we still have to stare at these
forces a little bit. We will definitely know the clues!”

“In fact, we can cooperate or negotiate with these ancient races, so we won’t
know this secret?”

Women who have been silent make suggestions.

Everyone’s eyes lit up.

“Good way, I will arrange for someone to communicate!”
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As Levi sought by the ancient racial forces in the world.

At this moment he is retreating, how to deal with pure energy body.

Not to mention the core of the Lab of the Gods.

The pure energy body is now a mountain that lies ahead.

Levi must be killed.

I have to say that Levi loves research and is very talented.

He began to study the taboo technique that the Lord left him.

Since the taboo technique cannot be used.

He tried his best to study variants.

Relying on the taboo technique, create your own things.

The Lord said that the taboo technique cannot be used, but his own things are
okay.



No one knows where Levi is now.

They didn’t even know Wesley.

Levi gave them the task of developing God of War industry, staring at the
laboratories of the gods.

The other side.

Mike has returned to Morendam.

Standing on the land of Jiangbei, Mike opened his arms, and a terrifying
atmosphere spread.

As if the king is coming.

Step into the door of Logan’s house.

Caused a huge sensation.

Today, the Logan family is still mixed with the original Xishu clan.

The Logan family, who was originally invincible, has to be a man with its tail
between its tails after the times have changed.

After all, the strong are like a cloud, and the level of the Western Shu gate clan
has become an ant.

If anyone offends someone, they will be destroyed directly.

There is no news about Sarah and Junjun, especially when he entered Tiance
Mansion, which is the top secret among top secrets.

They don’t touch it, don’t say it, don’t even know the news.

“What? Wen Hai is back?”



Doug and the old lady rushed out immediately after hearing this.

Others also came out one by one.

Even Boyd Xuelan and Mann Jianguo were here.

When I heard Mike came back, I thought everyone else had come back.

For the group of Mike, everyone is just dead.

After all, he was exiled by the War Eagle Nation, and he did not belong to any
country or region in this world.

They are like savages.

It’s no different from being dead.

Come back now, everyone is naturally surprised.

Seeing Mike, everyone felt that Mike was different.

More like a ruthless machine.

It’s too strange.

“Mike, are you back? Where are Alfred and others? Where are Nick Katie and
the others?”

Doug and the old lady are still looking at the back.

They also want to see other children and grandchildren.

“Yes, where is our Mann family?”

Boyd Xuelan asked anxiously.



Mike sneered: “Don’t worry, they will come back one after another!”

Mike knew about Richard’s plan.

Then those people will succeed in the experiment one by one, and then they will
be sent to Morendam.

“Really? Where are they now?”

Everyone asked anxiously.

Mike smiled: “They are encountering the greatest gift in life! They are
transforming their lives! Once they succeed, Morendam will change!”

Mike enjoys this feeling of controlling everything.

“You came back without authorization? I remember Morendam still has a ban.
People like you can’t enter Morendam?”

The Western Shu emperor couldn’t help but scolded.

“Yes, there is a ban, you can’t come to Morendam without a ban, maybe it will kill
us all!”

Others of the Western Shumen clan also echoed.

This reminded the old lady and others that there was a ban.

Mike’s complexion slowly changed.

Become hideous and terrifying.

“Really? A ban? Ha ha…”

Mike sneered and sucked with his right hand. The Emperor Xishu, who was a
dozen meters away, was sucked in front of him out of control.



“Crack!”

Twist his neck directly.

The Western Shu Emperor died.

“Crack!”

The next one is Tang Beidao, the number one Lord of Xishu.

Mike began to kill indiscriminately.

The Lords of the Xishu clan were killed by her one by one.

In the compound, everyone was frightened.

“Once you guys pointed at me, I wanted to kill you a long time ago.”

Mike’s momentum is like a rainbow, like a devil descending: “Who can do
anything to me in the entire Morendam?”
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Mike’s terrifying aura was displayed, and it shocked the audience!

That is a god-like existence!

Everyone was dumbfounded.

How did Mike become so scary?



This terrible aura is going to cover the entire Jiangbei!

What has he experienced?

Isn’t it exiled?

This is also terrible!

In this era, everyone has seen any kind of strong.

But Mike is terribly strong!

The huge momentum shocked the super powers everywhere in Jiangbei.

Came here one after another!

Times have changed now.

Powerhouses are stationed everywhere in Morendam, in order to solve problems
in time when emergencies occur.

They were arranged by Tiance Mansion and Colin.

They are collectively referred to as the guardians.

After knowing the change in Jiangbei, all the guardians of Jiangbei came in for a
while.

“Who? Dare to come to Jiangbei presumptuously?”

The guardian came and scolded.

…

“What? I violated the ban to enter Morendam and killed so many people? Take
it!”



After the guards learned about the situation, they shot directly to take Mike down.

Mike showed a cruel and violent smile: “Looking for death!!!”

Then it became a unilateral massacre.

No matter how strong the Guardian is, it can be in Mike’s hands like a weak
chicken without the power to bind the chicken.

dead!

One by one!

Soon none of the hundreds of guardians in Jiangbei remained.

All killed by Mike!

His strength is too strong.

Crush everything!

“Who else is going to die?”

Mike looked at the thousands of people present.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Everyone knelt to the ground one by one.

“I’m waiting to make you king! Jiangbei is king!”

Everyone is not stupid.



Life-saving is important at this time.

Mike is too strong and too strong.

Not surrender is death!

Seeing all the thousands of strong men in Jiangbei fell to the ground, the old lady
Doug was shocked like never before.

All their lives have been pursuing status, power, and wealth.

But it has never been as shocking as today.

Mike also smiled when he saw this: “Is this the feeling of the strong?”

He is really grateful to Richard now.

But he knew that his strength was more than that, a small Jiangbei finger
crushed.

His goal is Morendam.

When others succeed in their experiments, if they return, isn’t Morendam in
control?

Richard told him that now no one can kill him except the Lab of the Gods.

Even if you come to Morendam and meet a Lord he can’t beat, don’t be afraid,
because he is immortal.

“From today, my Logan family is the king of Jiangbei! Understand?”

Mike said coldly.

Thousands of people present nodded in unison.



The Logan family became the king of Jiangbei in one fell swoop.

The big powers, as well as the celebrities and the rich, came to visit one by one.

Lined up for several kilometers at the entrance of Logan’s mansion, hundreds of
luxury cars gathered.

Several warehouses were filled with gifts…

It is true that Mike killed a lot of people, including the Guardian.

But he is too strong.

Even Tiance Mansion will not necessarily blame it, or even solicit it.

None of these things can be discussed by everyone like ants.

All you have to do is surrender!

Save your life!

Doug and the old lady were very excited.

The things they dream of all their lives have happened.

They finally stood at the top of Jiangbei!

No need to depend on anyone!

As long as the surname is Logan!

All this was brought by their son!

I must be proud of being a parent!



The Logan and Mann family are looking forward to the return of the others one by
one.

“At that time, I said that it was right for them to leave Morendam and go to War
Eagle Nation, you must not believe it! Now? They went right? Everyone has
transformed into a strong one!”

“Isn’t it? At that time, we also asked Levi to plead! Ask him to open the ban! It’s a
shame!”

…

Everyone was discussing with excitement.

“By the way, what about Dale and his wife?”

Mike suddenly remembered.
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“They are here! These two are the most unpromising!”

“Hurry up and call them!”

Doug said dissatisfied.

Soon Dale and his wife were called to Mike.

In fact, the two knew everything that happened, and they knew that Mike was
now a strong one.

So the two of them kept avoiding for fear of trouble, but did not show up.

Unexpectedly, Mike remembered it.

“Does the youngest still know me?”



Mike smiled.

“Second brother is kidding, how can we not know you…”

Dale and his wife did not dare to look at Mike.

“Haha, second brother? Have you ever regarded me as your second brother?
When we were exiled, when our parents wanted to take us back to Morendam,
how about you?”

“This ban was made by your good son-in-law himself! Where were you when
your parents begged him?”

…

Mike roared angrily.

“No, brother, we…”

Dale and his wife are incoherent, and the explanation is not clear at all.

Mike laughed and said: “What about now? Your son-in-law is dead! Your
daughter is also missing! Your granddaughter also disappeared. Your retribution
is here!”

“As for you, don’t worry, I won’t kill you! I want you to watch me conquer
Morendam step by step!”

“Hey, what a pity! I wanted to kill Levi a long time ago, but it’s a pity that he is
dead! But is his mother alive?”

Mike sneered bloodthirstly.

In fact, his feelings are gone now.



The main reason why he led the Logan family to be king was that he was
enjoying this feeling of control.

“Yeah! Levi’s mother is still alive! But someone around him is protecting it! It’s a
secret team built by Levi during his lifetime! Not moving!

The dog leg said immediately.

“Is anyone protected? Can you protect me when you meet me?”

Mike sneered.

Regarding Levi’s mother, it was Richard’s task.

Richard let Mike come to Morendam in order to destroy the troubles as much as
possible, and the bigger the better, the better.

Forcing them to act as soon as possible from Tiance Mansion is the task
complete.

In fact, Richard’s plan is deep…

For a true pure energy body, Richard only needs one.

A pure energy body that is infinitely close to and even surpassed by Wood
Zhengjie.

It is enough to have such one.

This is his main plan next.

Concentrating all resources is to create a true pure energy body.

The reason for continuing to build a pure energy body like Mike is Richard’s
major plan.



He will send all these people back to Morendam, creating chaos in Morendam
and even developing into disaster.

But the main purpose is to test the real power of Morendam.

That is, the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion!

Richard wanted to use these pure energy bodies like Mike to test the true power
of the Baolong clan in Tiance Mansion.

Once Mike and the others return to Morendam, things are going to be a big deal.

After all, the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion will come forward.

Regardless of whether the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion can solve the people
like Mike, it will be beneficial to Richard.

It can’t be solved better, he is naturally happy to use Mike to break Morendam.

If it can be solved, the true strength of the Baolong clan of Tiance Mansion can
also be tested.

Facilitate the future conquest plan of the Gods Lab.

Now that Mike returns alone, he has already seen the effect.

Richard was very satisfied.

Then Mike continued to make trouble.

Later Alfred, Nick and others will return one by one.

A group of pure energy bodies in Morendam will become an absolute disaster.

…



After getting the task, Mike set off in Jianghai to find Ollie.

After the guardians of the rivers and seas and the strong from all sides got the
news, they all avoided far.

I’m afraid to provoke this killer god!

Mike appeared in Jiangbei and made a big disturbance, Tiance Mansion Colin,
they have already learned.

“Mike is stronger than ever! Our people didn’t even notice his arrival!”


